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Formalising maths – up to 2015

✤ A machine-checked proof of the odd order 
theorem, using Coq (Gonthier et al.)

✤ … of Gödel’s incompleteness theorems, using 
Isabelle (Paulson) 

✤ … of the Kepler conjecture, using HOL Light 
and Isabelle (Hales et al.)



The Lean phenomenon (2017–)

✤ Sophisticated definitions: schemes, perfectoid spaces

✤ Big libraries of advanced mathematics (mathlib)

✤ Liquid tensor experiment: verifying the brand-new work 
of a Fields medallist

Experiments to confirm “that a proof assistant can handle 
complexity …, which is rather different from formalising a 

long proof about simple objects.” –– Kevin Buzzard



ALEXANDRIA

Aim: to support working mathematicians

… by developing tools and libraries

What sorts of mathematics—and 
proofs—can we formalise?

(ERC Project GA 742178)

Using Isabelle/HOL,
 by the way



Some of our topics

quantum computation • projective geometry • counting 
roots • Budan–Fourier theorem • algebraically closed fields

ordinal partition theory Grothendieck schemes

Szemerédi’s regularity lemma Roth: arithmetic progressions

Balog–Szemerédi–Gowers theorem, 
Khovanskii’s theorem …

Aiming for variety; trying to test the limits

ω-categories



Number theory 
(why not?)

✤ Elliptic and modular functions

✤ The Dedekind eta function

✤ Approximation theorems 
(Kronecker’s and others)

✤ The Riemann zeta function

Lots of advanced material





✤ Unfortunately, the simultaneous version turned out to 

be necessary: approximate  as 

where . 

✤ Proof obtained from Hardy and Wright, An 
Introduction to the Theory of Numbers.

✤ Still, an elementary proof by the pigeon hole principle, 
easily formalised (almost on a single slide!)

θ1, …, θn |kθi − hi | <
1
N

k ≤ Nn





The chapter continues … 

✤ refinements to Dirichlet’s approximation theorem

✤ Liouville's approximation theorem (done elsewhere)

✤ Kronecker's approximation theorem

✤ … and the simultaneous version of Kronecker

✤ Advanced examples, e.g. to periodic functions





Oops!

✤ Unfortunately, Apostol set things up for Kronecker’s 
theorem when actually he needed Dirichlet’s

✤ Despite including a redundant case analysis, he didn’t 
establish the preconditions for Kronecker’s theorem

✤ … and he hadn’t bothered to present Dirichlet’s in its 
simultaneous form





✤ This first part covers when  is real, and if not 
obtains real  and  where .

✤ Then it considers whether  (or ) is rational.

✤ In the final case, both are irrational and there is a big 
calculation using Dirichlet’s approximation theorem

ω2/ω1
α β ω3 = αω1 + βω2

α β





Apostol’s application to the 
Riemann zeta function

✤ Obtaining the inf and sup of where  is 
held constant

✤ Apostol’s proof contains a circularity that I broke with 
the help of an elaborate argument from MathOverflow

✤ You also need to understand that  is synonymous 
with      (except when it isn’t)

|ζ(σ + it) | σ

s
σ + it







✤ Here we see only the boilerplate from the first part of 
this 400 line proof.

✤ The main part is the calculation of the required , 
including the removal of the circular dependence

✤ Apostol is good at conveying general ideas, but 
terrible with details

✤ … let’s see some examples from Chapter 1

t



Three trivial proofs



Over 100 lines

Nearly 200 lines

Over 60 lines of dense calculations



Remarks and conclusions

✤ We did chapters 1–3 and 7.

✤ The material is straightforward to formalise, once you 
understand the conventions

✤ … but errors and gaps waste lots of time.

✤ Expertise in the field you’re formalising is necessary!


